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Conclusions

 The characterization of the envelopes is finished.
 The outcomes of Phase I of our research have almost been achieved. 
 The Raman spectra for Phase I bacteria samples presented a high 

fluorescence background. 
 Raman parameters are being evaluated to provide a profile for the 

Bacillus thuringiensis dilution samples. 
 Still needed: to elucidate the fluorescence, evaluating whether it is 

endogenous or exogenous.

Phase I of the project is almost complete. The Bt samples showed fluorescence,

so the conditions to which the sample is exposed must continue to be evaluated.

This will be done to obtain a spectrum profile for Bt that provides us with crucial

vibrational information. The samples analyzed contained vegetative cells and

endospores for Bt. An additional step is being carried out to enhance these

endospores by a selected method. Once this phase is completed, the experiment

design that was carried out for Phase II, where multiple layers of envelopes will

be evaluated, will follow. The progress of the project will also be dependent on

Covid-19 restrictions and protocols, which have proven to be a major obstacle in

the advancement of the project.
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Bacteria, viruses, and toxins are the potential groups considered by DHS as biological
threats (BTs). Unlike chemical hazards, detection of BTs tends to be more complicated due to
such organisms being less than 5 μm in diameter, leading to delays in identification. The
evidence produced by these BTs can delay identifying targets for hours, days, and even weeks
until a pattern can be recognized. This slow process in acquiring the required evidence for
identification/detection makes BTs a high risk to national security. They are relatively
invisible and from various settings where they can directly be used for terrorism. Since
powdered anthrax spores were deliberately put into letters and mailed through the US postal
system in 2001, investigations on BTs have taken great importance to prevent events that
could result in sicknesses and, in the worst scenarios, even deaths. In 2001, at least five
envelopes containing 1 g of Ba endospores infected 22 victims where 5 died from infections,
31 people tested positive for exposure to spores, and 10,000 were deemed “at-risk” from
possible exposure. From this incident, 35 postal facilities and commercial mailrooms were
contaminated while USPS closed two processing and distribution centers (P&DC). The
Amerithrax Task Force, composed of FBI special agents and USPS inspectors, spent 7 years
investigating potential suspects.4 This incident shows the potential reach, anonymity, and
danger that BTs can have. There is a need for rapid on-line detection of BTs in international
mail facilities (IMF) (e.g., ports, airports, etc.) while reducing employee’s cognitive load. Our
research is based on detecting the biological simulant Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) as a simulant
for Bacillus anthracis (anthrax) due to their genetic resemblance. The project's success should
lead to non-destructive analysis and reduce the risks of anthrax attacks.
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